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Richard Overton
Director
A MESSAGE FROM RICHARD

Dear X2 Colleagues,
Hello to all X2 members and welcome to our Q3 2021 issue
of our quarterly network newsletter.
Again, thank you to all of you who have contributed to this
issue with your news, projects and updates and interesting
news of your individual business developments, examples of
projects and work handled between members of all groups
within X2 and for your industry updates.
I would also like to take this opportunity to welcome all
new members of X2 and as we enter the final weeks of
2021, I am very happy to see new market coverage and an
increase in member-to-member activity within the group.
I have seen a robust and strong sentiment to succeed
amongst all members of the network and this can easily
be demonstrated by the continual sharing of shipments
and business being conducted through the group. This
demonstrates that despite the challenges we have faced the
business keeps moving and freight and logistics is a sector
that has proven in many ways to have seen advantages
more so than disadvantages.
As always, it’s been very encouraging to speak, see and
receive many examples of positivity in the face of adversity
…. Thank you to everyone for all your efforts and support to
one another throughout the year. The success of X2 is built
on the efforts of both our members and our teams. The X2
community has definitely allowed for support to one another
and I am very happy to see new relationships being built
despite the absence of our physical conference.
There has been an increase in B2B development amongst a
large majority of our membership and the measurement of
increased member logins, quotes and enquiries have shown
a significant increase in inter network invoice issuing.
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This is great to see and this is exactly what the network
was set up and designed to do …To develop and grow
professional global relationships with trust and confidence
in as many markets around the world to better serve your
clients with the service levels and competence expected
from a global business network.
Our focus now is to make sure that we get our community
back to being physical once again! We are now maintaining
hope and determination to make sure that we can re-unite
after almost 3 years of not being together as one. We are
doing everything possible to ensure that we will all get to
meet again in Thailand in March/April 2022 and we are
following carefully the government updates on restrictions
around the world. We are hoping that all countries will be
allowed to open up without further restrictions and that
vaccination programs around the world will be on track in
order to allow for free travel for all of our members.
For now, we must remain positive for a better year ahead
and look forward to seeing one another again very soon!
We would like to thank you most sincerely for your continued
faith in us, and the team and we look forward to our
continued relationships with you as we enter Q4 and prepare
ourselves for a much better year ahead in 2022!
X2 is not just a network …it’s a community …it’s a culture
…and we created it together!
Take care everyone …and please do not hesitate to call,
message and get in contact with me or the team!
Regards,
Richard

Stay in touch with
the X2Team,
Richard Overton
Director
X2 Group
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Members News

Can’t Keep Calm It’s Braanker Seashell Logistics Heavy Lift
Logistics 30th Anniversary!
Project Done
Today marks 30 years anniversary of our X2 Elite and
Asia Global member - Braanker Logistics! Over the
years, they transformed into a significant logistics
service provider in the field of air and sea freight,
road transport, and warehousing. Having offices in
Zwijndrecht, Alblasserdam and Ridderkerk, they grew
into a great team of more than 110 enthusiastic colleagues. Braanker now has approximately 30,000 m2
of storage capacity and a fleet of more than 170 units
is available 24/7 for their valued customers.

“We would like to thank our customers and suppliers
for the trust and the beautiful assignments we were
allowed to take care of for them. Our 30th anniversary
would not have been possible without the efforts of
our valued employees and the support of our family
and close friends. We are Braanker with each other,
and together we look forward to the continuation of
this special collaboration.’’

Seashell Logistics is glad to announce one more
heavy lift shipping execution this month on MV Frieda. The team was involved with moving 3 units of
82 Mt each from Door to Port, arranging End to End
solution of Transport and Freight. X2 is excited and
inspired to watch our members achieve new heights!
Sincere congratulations on your great execution!

Lantia Maritima Recognized
By Farmacuba

Congratulations Lantia Marítima on being recognized
by Farmacuba, as the transport company that stood
out the most during the 1st trouble year of the pandemic. They ensured that products are delivered for
the Cuban pharmaceutical industry quickly, efficiently,
and at acceptable pricing. No one is more deserving!
Best wishes for more successes in the future! X2
knows you have worked hard for this and we truly appreciate your dedication. Outstanding achievement!
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Members News

Fast Delivery From Turkey To
Hungary By Vikings Project
Logistics

Airmax Cargo Budapest
Receives Bisnode AAA

Our X2 Projects member, Viking Project Logistics
managed another great project! The cargos were
loaded from Turkey and were delivered to Hungary.
The biggest challenge was the width with 420/295
and 3.50 height. The necessary road evaluations were
made for the safe delivery and the team had to be on
time for the customs in Turkey. Otherwise, they would
have been having to wait until the national holiday
was over. Congratulations for being so professional
and focused throughout. Enjoy your success!

Congratulations to Airmax Cargo on receiving the
Bisnode AAA (Triple-A) certificate. This achievement
is based on data from the Ministry of Justice, the
entries of the Court of Registration, the National Tax
and Customs Board, and other financial information.
Airmax Team has been working for 25 years to serve
their customers in the highest possible quality and
this will not change in the future. You guys truly are
leading by example to ensure your team’s continuing
reputation for excellence. May you taste success in
all your future endeavors!
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Members News

HGL Group Hungary Amazing
Contribution To The
Development Of Debrecen

HGL Group Hungary in Debrecen has been operational since 1994 and can offer all freight forwarding
transport services: Road freight, Air freight with road
link to BUD, Ocean freight with rail feeder to Koper and western European ports. HGL Group is very
proud of their On Board Courier station at DEB airport
which contains a fully licensed in house customs brokerage, able to perform either direct or indirect clearances 24 hours per day 7 days per week fully 365
days per year. Their long history of third party logistical services (3PL) and current high volume storage
operations guarantees their customers great choice
in location and range of service or type of building.
Choice is their strength!

The world has recognised that Debrecen is the center
of the East-Central European region. In the benchmark global survey of FDI Intelligence, the division of
Financial Times examining international capital flows
and investments, HGL’s hometown has achieved
outstanding results and has been included in the TOP
10 list of best investment promotion destinations in
the world. The global TOP 10 list seen on the picture
speaks for itself, as it extends from Times Square in
New York to Kossuth Square in Debrecen.
Further strengthening the title of “investment champion” of the East-Central European region, the city has
developed the “Debrecen 2030” strategy, a development program of EUR 1.8 billion. It includes such
large-scale, 21st-century infrastructure development
projects as the upgrading of Debrecen International
Airport, which will increase its capacity and passenger traffic to 2-3 million people per year and the
enhancement of the transport infrastructure.
The city of Debrecen offers 125,500 m² of office
space, satisfying every possible demand and providing premises for many international and national
companies from HGL through financial services to
high-added-value engineering companies.
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COVID-19 Shipments:
Galaxy Freight Delivers
Oxygen Concentrators
Galaxy Freight has cleared customs of one more
consignment of 600 PC’s of oxygen concentrator and
it’s now ready to get delivered. Galaxy Freight Team
has got the right mix of professionalism and dedication. Good job!

Members News
Families, Associates, Business Partners, Well-wishers, and our 80 and more Team members across 11
branches.

Shiftco Shipping & Logistics
Celebrates 7 Years of
Logistics Leadership
Congratulations to Shiftco Team on your anniversary.
X2 greatly appreciates and values your hard work
and success! Truly amazing!Thank you for being part
of our Network over the years!
“As we are now successfully proceeding into the
7th year of our correlation, I take this opportunity to
thank our clients for their constant support and trust
towards us who had been the pillar of support for our
company’s success since 2015 till date.
On this happy occasion, we would like to thank our

Without their continuous support and prompt response, this would have not been possible. Their
goodwill and encouragement helped us walk through
all odds with confidence. Thank you.” - Shiftco Team.
“As we are now successfully proceeding into the
7th year of our correlation, I take this opportunity to
thank our clients for their constant support and trust
towards us who had been the pillar of support for our
company’s success since 2015 till date.
On this happy occasion, we would like to thank our
Families, Associates, Business Partners, Well-wishers, and our 80 and more Team members across 11
branches.
Without their continuous support and prompt response, this would have not been possible. Their
goodwill and encouragement helped us walk through
all odds with confidence. Thank you.” - Shiftco Team.

industrial machinery. Be it installation, relocation, or
rebuilding, PPE is adept and resourceful in its services.

Installation Of 24 Press
Machines By NTC Logistics
India

NTC Logistics India was involved with PPE’s seamless installation of 24 Press Machines for the client in
Hosur, India.
As a highly experienced engineering solutions provider, PPE has been at the forefront in working with
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NTC is currently actively installing 24 Press Machines
for one of their customers at their newly opened
3-wheeler body shop in Hosur, TN. These heavy
machines are of various capacities ranging from just
1T to nearly 1000T. PPE is equipped with Gantries of
200T and 800T capacities to effectively handle heavier machines here.
When it comes to execution, PPE believes in meticulously planning. Despite some setbacks due to
the lockdowns, NTC Team managed to promptly
move our equipment to the site like they always do.
PPE’s methodical approach during execution limits
complications and always helps them adhere to their
timelines, which has earned the trust of many clients
spread across the country.
‘’YOUR PEACE OF MIND IS OUR COMMITMENT’’

x2logisticsnetworks.com

Members News

Speedy AGXIndia Logistics
Shipments from Singapore &
Thailand to India

Air Partner International
Coordinates Antonov
AN-225 Mriya

AGXIndia is our extremely active Elite member and
witnessing them managing projects and milestones
with such enthusiasm and ease is impressive. This
week, AGXIndia Team has delivered a shipment of
Aircraft Turbo Oil 2380 from Singapore to a customer
in India.

The world’s largest aircraft, the Antonov AN-225 Mriya was back taking to the skies last week as part of a
recent charter coordinated by our Air Partner International Vendor. Air Partner has utilized the 250-tonne
payload capacity of the AN-225 in previous oversized
cargo charter projects, and it was great to see the
aircraft back flying again. Special thanks to the team
at Antonov Airlines for their support and professionalism. Whatever the size or weight of cargo, Air Partner
International’s global network, and expertise ensure
your freight can be delivered anywhere in the world.
What an outstanding achievement! X2 couldn’t have
been more impressed! Congratulations!

Another top-notch delivery of one more tyre shipment to a customer in India imported from Thailand.
AGXIndia Team is a great example of hard work and
efforts that bring them constantly desired business
goals. Keep this spirit forever in your projects. Fantastic work!

Grupo TCI Project Cargo To
Install Solar Panel Plant

Our X2 Asia Global and Projects member - Grupo
TCI managed a project cargo from Peru to Argentina.
This contributed to the 1st stage of implementation
for Solar Panel Plant in Argentina. What a remarkable
achievement and involvement in the development of
renewable energy! It’s the time for recognition! Solar
energy - today’s resource for a brighter tomorrow!
Awesome work Grupo TCI!
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Members News

Cargo Movers: Topping-Out
For Large Special Warehouse
On June 18, 2021, Cargo Movers GmbH celebrated the topping-out ceremony for a new special air
freight warehouse in Rüsselsheim at Frankfurt Airport.
A fully temperature-controlled high-bay warehouse
for pharmaceutical and food products is being built
on over 1,000 m2 of storage space. GDP-compliant
pharmaceutical products and IFS-compliant foods are
to be handled, packaged, and x-rayed in 5 different
temperature zones from -24 ° C to + 25 ° C, some
of which can be individually temperature-controlled.
The warehouse has 3 truck parking spaces, and it is
equipped with noise-insulating loading gates so that
no noise can get outside when loading and unloading vehicles. Operations are scheduled to start this
autumn.
The warehouse is operated by the European trucker
TimeLog24 GmbH. The transport company offers individual solutions for the road transport of high-quality, oversized, temperature-sensitive, and time-critical
goods throughout Europe. The Hessian company’s
fleet has more than 120 vehicles. In addition to shortterm storage and special thermal packaging, TimeLog24 also offers secure management of export cargo
using an x-ray, sniffing, or hand-search.
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Timelog24 GmbH offers a more comprehensive and
faster service from which customers from the aviation
industry benefit. In addition to many international air
freight groups, this also includes the international
freight forwarder Cargo Movers GmbH, whose focus
is temperature-controlled GDP or IFS-compliant
air and sea transports worldwide. TimeLog24 has
been taking on the temperature-controlled pre- and
post-carriage for air freight for Cargo Movers for
years. With the new warehouse, TimeLog24 can handle the air freight export shipments of Cargo Movers
GmbH, whose customers include listed companies as
well as many medium-sized pharmaceutical and food
exporters, much faster and more safely. In the future,
long waiting times at Frankfurt Airport for securing
airfreight will no longer be necessary, while at the
same time, for example, the pallets can be provided
with special thermal hoods. In the future, this will
save double to triple warehouse turnovers and thus
fewer costs and time
About Cargo Movers GmbH
Cargo Movers GmbH is a global logistics company
that was founded in 1998 by Thomas Heiler and Robert Mattern and today includes several companies
from the logistics and trade sector. The two founders
still run the company as managing directors to this
day. The main office of Cargo Movers is located in
the industrial park „Blauer See“ in Rüsselsheim am
Main (Königstädten). A branch is located in Ganderkesee near Delmenhorst. Other headquarters of the
associated companies are located in Frankfurt am
Main and Plettenberg. The company offers individual transport solutions worldwide for air freight, sea
freight, and road transport. Cargo Movers specializes
in the import and export of high-quality, sensitive, and
time-critical goods, such as food, pharmaceuticals
or spare parts for aircraft and ships. Customers such
as Fresenius Medical Care, Fresenius Kabi, Coty and
Condor rely on the more than 20 years of experience
and personal support of the Hessian company

Members News

Seashell Logistics
Breakbulk Cargos From
WCI To Persian Gulf
Seashell Logistics, our X2 Projects member, would
like to announce and express gratitude towards associates and partners in putting faith as well as trust
in their volatile market for believing in them on their
execution capabilities. Seashell Team’s regular work
in shipping breakbulk cargos from WCI to the Persian
Gulf pays off in amazing achievements. X2 is very
proud and congratulations on being such a magnificent group of professionals!!

Farmtrans Rail Route from the
Czech Republic to Germany
Farmtrans - X2 Elite Member - has recently arranged
a shipment from Plzen (Czech Republic) to Hamburg
(Germany). The whole transportation was 1x40FR and
3x40OTHC. They have also provided the cleaning service of the machine from oil.
Your achievements and contribution to X2 do not go
unnoticed! Keep up the good work!

International Pet Shipping
By Fast Transport Carrier
First-time international dog shipping performed by Our
X2 Critical member - Fast Transport Carrier. It was sent
from Mumbai, India to New Jersey, USA. The shipment
was done with both origin and destination & custom
clearance. The client was very happy that his beloved
dog was delivered on time and with no delays! Fast
Transport Carrier Team is constantly providing customized solutions to all of their clients! Awesome work and
keep going in such a professional way always!
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Members News
Titan Sea and Air Services
Takes Shipment From
Germany To India

Another week another project managed by our Elite
and Projects member - Titan Sea and Air Services!
1pkg of 54MT was shipped from Germany to India.
The cargo dimensions were 1450 x 401 x 364cm.
This project could never be finished with a pack of
profoundly skilled professionals like you - Titan Team!
Congratulations on this brilliant execution!

terminal operators, customs brokers, and warehouse
operators.
Objectives of the AEO program are:
1. To provide business entities with an internationally
recognized certification

Galaxy Freight Awarded With
AEO Status
Congratulations to Galaxy Freight for being approved
by Indian Customs and receiving an AEO (Authorized
Economic Operator) status.
AEO is a program under the aegis of the World
Customs Organization (WCO) SAFE Framework of
Standards to secure and facilitate Global Trade. The
program aims to secure the international supply chain
by granting recognition to reliable operators and encourage best practices at all levels in the international
supply chain. Under this program, an entity engaged
in international trade is approved by Customs as
compliant with supply chain security standards and
granted AEO status. AEO program enables Indian
Customs to enhance and streamline cargo security
through close cooperation with the principal stakeholders of the international supply chain viz. importers, exporters, logistics providers, custodians or
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2. To recognize business entities as “secure and reliable” trading partners
3. Secure supply chain from point of export to import
4. Ability to demonstrate compliance with security
standards when contracting to supply overseas importers/exporters
5. Enhanced border clearance privileges in Mutual
Recognition Agreement (MRA) partner countries
6. Minimal security-related disruption to the flow of
cargo
7. Reduction in dwell time
8. Customs advice/assistance if trade faces unexpected issues with Customs of countries with which
India has MRAs
This certification will give worldwide recognition to
Galaxy Freight Team as a safe, secure, and compliant
business partner in international trade.
This is a well-deserved success! X2 Family wishes
many more awards and recognitions in your corporate life!

Members News

Cargo Services Group HanHat Trick From Viking Projects
dles Door-To-Door from Egypt Logistics
To Canada
Our Turkish member, Viking Project Logistics has
Another big success from Cargo Services Team! Project division included 24x40 FR OOG from Egypt door
to Canada door. The Cargo Services team is known
for its comprehensive service with its extensively experienced staff. Keep on growing, keep on achieving.
X2 believes in your team and the incredible things in
store for your business’s future! Congrats!

OOG Shipments By FMI
Groupe
This month, FMI Groupe has strongly handled two
OOG shipments to Xingang and Singapore. The first
shipment included the machinery mechanical appliance measured up to 20,9 tons with 9,50 x 3,65
x 3,80 meters. Another project delivered the heat
exchanger measured up 21 tons with 10,85 x 2,72
x 1,80 meters. Congratulations on your outstanding
execution!
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successfully completed the following 3 projects in
the last weeks. It was a delightful hat trick from them
during UEFA Euro Tournament. Viking has loaded 5
pieces of OOG cargoes from Zonguldak, Turkey, and
delivered them to their final address in Hungary. Cargo dimensions included: 535x420x31, 535x495x350,
430x410x335, 490x410x110, 350x335x50. For the
second project, Viking has transported the shipment
from the Adana factory to Mersin International Port
and was responsible for the storage of cargoes until
the nominated vessel’s arrival in Laem Chabang,
Thailand. They’ve also provided in port transportation
service from the storage area to the under hook of
the vessel. The packing list details were a total of 46
pieces, 2.200 CBM, 162 tons. Last but not the least,
Viking has managed to perform a 3rd country shipment from Ancona, Italy to Turkmenbashi, Turkmenistan, involving port operations and ocean freight. The
packing list details included a total of 54 pieces and
115 tons. Your diligent work as a Team was extremely
efficient and effective! Congrats on your prosperity!
Keep being awesome!

Members News

DGL Freight Shipping From
Singapore to Malaysia
DGL Freight Shipping has completed the transportation of oil and gas engineering items from Singapore
to Port Klang, Malaysia. The handling of this shipment
one more time represents the capability of DGL’s personnel. They are dedicated, responsible, responsive,
and having a top personalized quality service. Surely
it will be only the first of many proud moments for
your company! Keep doing your great work!

Happy 5th Anniversary to
Lovikta Logistics!
Congratulations to Lovikta Logistics on your five
years journey! X2 is very proud to see the company
grow and providing top-quality service to its customers. It is clearly Lovikta Team’s hard work and professionalism that made this possible. May the coming
years bring more fortune and prosperity. Let’s enjoy
the 5th anniversary together with X2!
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Sobel Network Shipping is a
proud sponsor of two notable
MMA Fighters
We are proud to share this amazing News from Our
X2 member Sobel Network Shipping Co. Inc from
the United States, who has recently been involved
in sport, by sponsoring two amazing MMA Fighters
Felipe Diaz Gautier and Victor the Psycho Valenzuela. These 2 fighters have performed at the Ring of
the Combat in Atlantic City. Sobel Team has certainly
achieved the new heights and international reach of
their company profile. Keep going and fighting in the
industry!

Members News

Quanterm Logistics IATA
Accredited Cargo Agent
Quanterm Logistics Sdn Bhd (Malaysia) is proud to
announce that they have officially gained the International Air Transport Association (IATA) certification,
following by the achievement of Quanterm Logistics
Vietnam in Feb 2021.

that they have achieved in Halal Logistics Standard
& GDPMD (Good Distribution Practice of Medical
Devices) certifications, the IATA accreditation expands and reconfirms their ability to offer the best
services to customers across the industry, especially
in Pharmaceutical & Medical, Dangerous Goods Handling, and consolidation freight for both Domestics &
International services.
This is a golden achievement Quanterm Team! Warmest congratulations from X2 Family!

What is IATA?
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is
the trade association for the airlines around the world,
representing some 290 airlines or 82% of total air
traffic. They support
many areas of aviation activity and help formulate
industry policy and standards. The IATA accreditation is a global travel industry recognition awarded to
airlines, travel agents, and
freight forwarders. It allows companies to gain recognition in the industry for their financial and professional expertise while regulating the relationships between
the member airlines and the assigned sales agent.
A Trustworthy Partner
Being part of IATA means that Quanterm Logistics
is recognized for its professional and service quality
competence. They can directly collaborate with airlines without involving a
third party which brings a better pricing competency.
Having a streamlined process and trained staff to
handle all shipments ensuring that the standard of
service quality is high. They can provide professional
consultation and solutions to its customers’ requirements, demonstrating reliability as a resourceful
partner in the industry. With the recent milestones
Page 17
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Stavan International’s
Recognition As India’s Best
Cold Storage Company

A hearty congratulation to our member X2 Asia
Global and Cold Chain member - Stavan International! According to Insights Success Magazine,
Stavan International is recognized as India’s best cold
storage company, for its exemplary track record in
facilitating services in the Indian Cold Storage and
Logistics along with catering to the diverse needs of
their clientele. Even though it is not a surprise to see
you succeed, X2 Group is impressed and proud of
your team! This made you one more step closer to be
a leading competitive company in the industry! Keep
going and setting high standards!

Members News

Lysander Shipping Handles
Storage Tanks From China To
Sweden
Our X2 Elite member - Lysander Shipping has completed a shipment of 29 storage tanks consisting of
a total of 1287.00 cbm from Shanghai, China to Gothenburg, Sweden. With cargo measuring up to 10.9
x 4.0 x 4.2m, Lysander Shipping was awarded the full
transport from the door of the factory in Shanghai, up
to the door at the Bio-Refinery site in Gothenburg.
You did an excellent job! There is no doubt that the
Lysander Team has reached another great level of
success. Congrats to all of you!

ProShip Global’s Shipment
For RSL Container Lines
Our X2 Project member, ProShip Global is acting as
general agents for RSL Container Lines in India and
this time they are handling their inventory of 4000 mix
containers. The shipment was executed in 3 slots to
UMM Qasar from Kolkata . Each one is 2 x 40’FR and
3 x 40’HC. The dedication this team has is actually
beyond imagination, you guys make a very professional team, and congratulations on this impressive
execution! Three Cheers to the Team!

Braanker Logistics Delivers
From Rotterdam To Sri Lanka
Braanker Logistics has completed a project of a 4 x
40ft flat rack with over height from Rotterdam to Sri
Lanka. The whole shipment handling included lashing, securing, trucking, and ocean freight. Felicitations! What an impressive achievement! You are one
of the most excellent examples of success! Keep it up
Braanker Team!
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Members News

Vertex Express 600 Tons
Break Bulk Cargo
Our X2 Elite member, Vertex Express has handled the
first batch of the electric needs of Monorail project.
The breakbulk cargo was safely delivered from China
to Sokhna port. This project turned out to be a great
success! Congratulations to Vertex Team! X2 Group
appreciates your dedication and hard work always!

GFT Logistics First Weapons
Shipment
The first weapons shipment of 66 pallets between
Turkey and the Republic of Mali was successfully
organized by GFT Logistics with the cooperation of
Turkish Airlines. Special thanks to all Turkish Cargo
families for their support during this process. Our Asia
Global member is one of the few freight forwarding
companies in Turkey that are able to handle weapons
and ammunition. They have permission and a professional specialist team in the air and ocean departments. Congrats to every individual from the team for
the phenomenal outcomes. X2 is extremely content
with GFT’s gigantic project completion! Keep it up!
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Airmax Cargo Budapest 25th
Anniversary!
Congratulations to Airmax Cargo on this unique day
for your business and many wishes for more great
things ahead. We look forward to more years of celebration with you. Happy anniversary!
‘’It all started in this little office. And although the
office was not large and there were only three of us,
we enthusiastically organized the shipments, handling
the requests of our clients. A lot has changed in the
last 25 years, we are already in Vecsés in a large and
comfortable office, we organize the delivery of various
goods with more than 100 colleagues, be it dangerous, overweight, perishable, valuable or even live
animals. We are proud to have now become a complex logistics provider, with Airmax Cargo delivering
from anywhere in the world with air, sea, road, or rail
solutions, or the ideal combination of these. To this
day, we believe that professional humility, expertise,
and trust are essential for growth, and we will continue to work along these for the next 25 years! Thank
you to our customers for their trust in us! We’re more
together! ‘’ - Airmax Cargo Team

Members News
Viking Projects Logistics
Transports Caissons
This week, Viking Projects has worked on a shipment
of 8 Caissons from Ankara, Turkey to Iskenderun
Limak Port.
The dimensions of goods were L 25 MT X W 5.5 MT
X H 1,65 MT – 40 TONS / PCS. Viking Team organized the lashing and securing process on trucks and
delivered to Limak Port within only a week. Other
responsibilities also included loading into the vessel.
This project will go on for next week with other 16
caissons.
Congratulations to you for always being your best
selves and contributing to meet your customer’s
expectations!
The way you pulled off this project, makes X2 so
happy!

Vector Global Logistics Delivers Medical Supplies From
Minneapolis To Honduras
Vector Global Logistics is thriving to serve organizations like Matter, which delivers medical supplies
across the globe and thus contributing to providing
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Urgent Pandemic Shipment
By Airfocus
Our X2 Critical member, Airfocus has recently arranged a movement of machinery part FTM.MSP14
Intermediate Gearbox Axis from Milan, Italy to the
supplier in Pune, India by hand carriage. This was
a very urgent part required for the functioning of
the plant on Pune and later used for the continuous
manufacturing of the Covid-19 vaccine. It was delivered with an unbeatable critical transit time of only 18
hours. What an impressive contribution to battling the
virus! Very well done and best of luck with your future
projects!

greater access to life-saving healthcare. This time,
their client had to go through a long customs process. The customs authorities required a physical
inspection because it was a dispensed product and
100% of the cargo was inspected. The client also
asked to make a DOOR to DOOR shipment of medical equipment and supplies to the final destination in
Francisco Morazán, HN. Through this redistribution of
medical supplies and equipment, Matter is increasing
access to healthcare in some of the hardest to reach
corners of the world. The medical equipment and
supplies successfully arrived in Honduras. Vector’s
operations team pushed the destination agents
to avoid any extra costs due to the time spent in
customs as well. Inspiring work! Thanks for setting
examples out there on how to pull off great teamwork!
Keep it up!

Members News

Project Cargo Shipments By
Trinity Cargo Link
Trinity Cargo Link with its professional team recently
managed flat rack containerized shipments where
they helped to transport oversized cargo safely to
their destinations and customers. For every project
cargo shipment that they will help to provide a customized logistics solution that is best-suited for their
customers’ shipments. From developing complex
transportation logistics plans to ensuring that every
piece of the cargo is properly handled and securely
placed on the vessel, Trinity Cargo Link will efficiently
and safely deliver your project cargo shipment to the
site. Congratulations on your project’s success! Your
approach towards your work and customers is on an
entirely different level!

V. Alexander Transport
Systems Delivers Premium
Office Chairs
V. Alexander Transport has recently managed urgent
delivery of 338 chairs for an office opening. The air
freight shipment made up of 28 Unit Load Devices
which were built just in time for the cut-off at Frankfurt port. Congratulations to all of you for delivering
such great teamwork! Your achievements speak
about your capabilities!
This is a golden achievement Quanterm Team! Warmest congratulations from X2 Family!

Force Logistics Is 15 Years
Today!

On this special day, X2 Group wants to congratulate
our X2 Elite and Cold Chain member - Force Logistics. Happy 15th Anniversary! Congratulations to all
the team on this very big occasion. Keep on shining
and glamming brighter than the past year!
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Royale International Group
Receives Hong Kong
Business Award 2021
Our X2 Critical member, Royale International is proud
to announce to be awarded Hong Kong Business
Award 2021 in the logistics category. The competition
was hosted by Hong Kong Business Awards, giving
recognition to the most outstanding initiatives firms in
Hong Kong. Despite complex logistical requirements,
Royale managed to contribute to many lifesaving
bone marrow deliveries throughout the pandemic. For
these efforts, they gained the spotlight from the HKB
board members and judges. Incredible achievement!
Royale Team is definitely amongst the top companies
in the region! 2021 is another successful year for you!

NMT Logistics Door-To-Door
Shipping From China
To Turkey
Managed by NMT Logistics’ experienced team of
logistics experts, the door-to-door transportation
service was managed from Tianjin, China to Izmit,
Turkey. The shipment included 3500 tons of breakbulk
cargo with lashing, packing, inland, and transportation services. In total 8 pieces, each one of 88 tons
arrived safely to Izmit, Turkey. Congratulations to the
team! It just goes to show that professionalism., hard
work, and passion really go a long way! Great success!

GFT Logistics Delivers With
Luxury Style
X2 Asia Global is delighted to announce recent car
shipments executed by GFT Logistics. Their team is
known for offering a service tailored to the specific
customer needs built on formidable experience and
expertise. Congratulations on your terrific job and
excellent performance!
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X2 Vendor Air Partner AOG
Shipment From Stansted
To Malaga
In a recent AOG shipment, Air Partner Freight team
utilized an Antonov 26 to transport an engine from
Stansted (STN) – Malaga (AGP). An aircraft on the
ground creates significant costs every minute it is not
in operation, which is why Air Partner’s global network and 24/7 support are invaluable when an AOG
situation occurs. Well done to every individual from
the team for a fantastic execution! What a fabulous
shipment completion!

Quanterm Logistics new
promo video!

Over the years, Quanterm Logistics has expanded
to a wider network of more than 600 destinations
worldwide with more than 100 overseas agents.
Besides LCL consolidation, they offer multiple services and strive to be the best total logistics solutions
partner. The Company Introduction Video tells us that
Quanterm offers a unique customer approach for its
customers. Check it out now!

the Netherlands to the site in UAE. They chartered
SAL-Jumbo’s m.v. Annemieke to carry the floats from
Rotterdam and Gdynia to Jebel Ali.

Fleet Line Shipping Services
Provides End-To-End
Logistics Solutions
FLS team has recently contracted to arrange an endto-end logistics solution for 6000 CBM of floats from
the customer’s manufacturing facilities in Poland and
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Upon arrival, the floats were received on 57 low bed
trailers in a record 34 hour’s time from the ship and
have them transported to the delivery site immediately to meet the customer’s delivery deadline. FLS
Project Team has worked round the clock to coordinate the massive deployment of trailers as per the
discharge sequence of the ship and the off-loading at
the delivery site.
Team FLS has executed yet another successful, incident-free project shipment.
A debt of gratitude is in order for being such a magnificent group of experts! Congrats!

Members News

Seashell Logistics
Landmark Project of Heavy
Mining Equipment
Our X2 projects member, Seashell Logistics Pvt Ltd
would like to announce one of the landmark projects
shipped from ECI of Heavy Mining Equipment.

Omni Logistics Engine
Shipment From EU To Wales
X2 is proud to share an engine shipment handled by
Omni Logistics from Europe to Wales. The service
provided also included clearance of T1. Congratulations on this project execution and all the best for
your future endeavours!

Big thanks to all the stakeholders involved who have
extended their support for better and smooth execution, special thanks to the Key Client, Paradip Port
Trust, BBC Chartering, Vessel agent who made it
possible.
The shipment was 17000 cbm of equipment, with 150
Mt X 4 unit
+ 197 Mt X1 unit
+ 110 Mt X3 units
+ 126 Mt X1 unit with 78 Mt X28 units and accessories.
Kudos Team Seashell for 1st LOT smooth execution!
Looking forward to more movements this season!
Congratulations on your team’s admirable
professionalism!
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International Consolidator
Philippines Awarded As The
Best Logistics Service Pro
Our X2 Elite and Consolidators member, International
Consolidators Philippines received the Best Logistics
Service Provider Award for its exemplary QDPC performance during the Fiscal Year 2020. X2 is so proud
of your team for achieving this brilliant award! Your
hard work paid off! Your company truly deserved it in
every way. Take a bow for such an amazing performance!

Members News

GFT Logistics Takes Giant
Grab From Turkey
To Colombia
Another highlight of this week coming from our Asia
Global member GFT Logistics! The shipment of a
giant grab was delivered from Izmir, Turkey to Buenaventura, Colombia. From beginning to end, GFT
Sea Project Team managed to successfully accomplish the loading and shipping. This is a huge success! High-standard project execution! Congratulations!

Transportation Of
2 Self-Moving Cranes GROVE
RT550E By Viking Project
Logistics
Last week, another shipment has been completed
smoothly by Viking Project Logistics. They received 2
self-moving cranes GROVE RT550E from a Spanish
partner. The cranes were received at Gemlik port,
Turkey. Later, transported to Arifiye, Sakarya for technical controlling. The final delivery address was Eregli,
Zonguldak job site.
Per truck dimensions included:
length 12,5 mtr.,
width 2,63 mtr.,

FMI Groupe Celebrates 30
Years in Business
For 30 years, the search for tailor-made solutions for
FMI Groupe clients has been their priority.
FMI Groupe are proud to accompany their clients and
are grateful for the loyalty and trust.
Let’s celebrate FMI GROUPE past and future collaborations!
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height 3,44 mtr.,
weight 30000 kg.
Inspiring work! X2 is very delighted to see Viking
Team accomplishing such amazing projects!

Members News
DGL Freight Sdn Bhd Project
Shipment For Malaysia
Railway
Petrasco Energy Logistics
Takes “Customer First”
Business Awards!
Petrasco Energy Logistics Takes “Customer First” For
The Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of Commerce
Northern Star Business Awards!
Our Elite and Projects member, Petrasco Energy Logistics, took a finalist position in the ‘’Customer First’’
category for the Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber
of Commerce Northern Star Business Awards. The
awards ceremony will take place in February 2022.
Congratulations on your well-deserved success! X2
hopes your team feels proud today and confident in
your ability to rise to your next challenge! Hooray!

Last month, our Asia Global member, DGL Freight
has completed another project shipment for Malaysia
Railway from Kiwi Rail Aukland, NZ. It was successfully delivered Rail Self Low Loader Propeller Unit
for rail track repair and maintenance. Big thanks go
to all stakeholders involve who have extended their
support for better and smooth execution, delivery,
and special thanks to the client. DGL Team has faced
many obstacles during this shipment. These include
pandemic, lockdown, bad weather, NZ equipment,
transport equipment from Australia, and truck down
300km away from Port Klang to side delivery. All this
was done within a short period with MAFI container load and ship by world’s biggest and largest MV
Tonsberg RORO with first calling to Port Klang. The
dimensions were as following: Length: 13,660mm;
Width: 2495mm; Height: 3775mm; Weight: 24 tons
with accessories. When it comes to project shipment,
nothing beats DGL Freight! Congratulations and keep
going strong!

MLTi Logistics Delivers 350
Tons Project From Germany
To Mexico
Our Critical and Projects member, MLTi Logistics
has performed delivery of 350 tons total volume from
Germany to Mexico. Another accomplishment to
celebrate! The handling of this shipment once again
proves MLTi Team’s level of commitment and reliability in offering the best-suited logistics solutions to its
customers. Very well done! Keep aiming for the stars!
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Door-To-Door With
NMT Logistics

Quanterm Logistics Handling
Pharmaceutical Customers

Our X2 Projects member, NMT Logistics delivers
door-to-door 1000 tons breakbulk cargo from Rotterdam, the Netherlands to Iskenderun, Turkey. The
transportation also included lashing, packing, inland,
and transportation services. Congratulations NMT
Team! Enjoy the rewards that come from your accomplishments. Incredible results from you!

Exclusive insights from our Quanterm Logistics member on how they support pharmaceutical and medical
customers! This team in Air Freight, Sea Freight &
3PL Warehousing is fully dedicated to reassuring their
customers’ requirements to be fulfilled. Congratulations on doing such a great job! X2 believes that you
have presented an ambitious and attainable set of
goals for your company! Keep going!

Be Visible!
Send us Your News
memberships@x2logisticsnetworks.com
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New Members
Curtis International
Brazil, Sao Paulo
curtisinternational.com.br

Shenzhen Anda Shun International
Logistics Co.,Ltd.
China,
Shenzhen, Beijing, Changsha,
Chengdu, Chongqing, Dalian,
Guangzhou, Hangzhou,
Kunming, Nanchang, Ningbo,
Qingdao, Shanghai,
Tianjin, Weihai, Wuhan,
Xiamen, Xiguan, Zhengzhou,
Nanjing, Fuzhou, Zhuhai,
Zhongshan
www.ads-logistics.com

Nora Global Logistics
Djibouti, Djibouti
http://noraglobal.com.tr

Nora Global Logistics
Ethiopia, Addis Ababa
http://noraglobal.com.tr
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New Members
Nora Global Logistics
Turkey, Mersin
http://noraglobal.com.tr

MTS Logistics
Egypt, Alexandria
www.mtslogistics.net

PWL Worldwide Logistics GmbH &
Co. KG
Germany, Bremerhaven
www.pwl.de

Premier Global Logistics Limited
India, Kolkata
www.premierglobal.com

Tieffe Group
Italy, Livorno
www.tieffe-group.it
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New Members
ARS Mutiara Sdn Bhd
Malaysia, Rawang
https://arsmutiara.com

Mavie Logistic Cargo S.A.C.
Peru, Callao
www.mavielogistic.com

FAM Logistics Cargo S.A.C.
Peru, Lima
www.famlc.com

BlueEX Logistics WLL
Qatar, Doha
www.blue-exqatar.com

Sino Connections Logistics
(Thailand) Co.,Ltd
Thailand, Bangkok
www.sinoconnections.com
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New Members
Star Shine Shipping LLC
Ukraine, Odessa
www.s-s-s.com.ua

Delmon Shipping Services &
Customs Clearance
Yemen, Sana’a
www.delmonshipping.com

New Members
Herfurth Logistics
Belgium, Antwerp
www.herfurth-logistics.com

Herfurth Logistics
Netherlands, Rotterdam
www.herfurth-logistics.com
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New Members
Herfurth Logistics
Turkey, Istanbul
www.herfurth-logistics.com

ARS Mutiara Sdn Bhd
Malaysia, Rawang
https://arsmutiara.com

Fleet Line Shipping Services L.L.C.
United Arab Emirates, Dubai
www.fleetlineshipping.com

Fleet Line Shipping Services L.L.C.
Iraq, Basrah
www.fleetlineshipping.com

Kontena Nasional Global Logistics
Sdn Bhd
Malaysia, Petaling Jaya
www.kn.com.my
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New Members
Nora Global Logistics
Turkey, Izmir
http://noraglobal.com.tr

Comark d.o.o.
Slovenia, Ljubljana
https://comark-logistics.com/sl

Comark d.o.o.
Croatia, Rijeka
https://comark-logistics.com/sl

New Members
Sino Connections Logistics
(Thailand) Co.,Ltd
Thailand, Bangkok
www.sinoconnections.com
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New Members
Wonderful Transportation Ltd
China, Shanghai
http://en.ewtl.com

ARS Mutiara Sdn Bhd
Malaysia, Rawang
https://arsmutiara.com

Sky Courier
Romania, Otopeni
https://www.skycouriers.ro

Intramar Shipping S.A.S
Colombia, Bogota
https://www.intramar.com.co
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New Members
Airfocus OOO

Belarus, Minsk
https://airfocus.solutions

Lat Internacional Cia. Ltda.
Ecuador, Quito
www.latinternacional.com

IMEX Global Freight (FZC)
United Arab Emirates, Sharjah
www.imexglobalfreight.com

Critical Logistics GmbH
Germany, Munich
www.criticallogistics.de

New Members
Intramar Shipping S.A.S
Colombia, Bogota
www.intramar.com.co
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New Members
Aseco Container Services (Pty) Ltd
South Africa, Durban
www.aseco.co.za

Delmon Shipping Services &
Customs Clearance
Yemen, Sana’a
www.delmonshipping.com

RAB Shipping Services LLC
United Arab Emirates, Dubai
www.rab-shipping.com

KZN Logistics

South Africa, Durban
www.kznstevedores.co.za

Siwa Shipping and Logistics Pvt.
Ltd.
Nepal, Kathmandu
www.siwashipping.com.np
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New Members
BL Global Forwarding & Logistics
Turkey, Istanbul
www.bllojistik.com

PT. Strategis Global Industri
Indonesia, Jakarta
www.strategic-logistics.co.id

Dexlo Solutions Sdn Bhd
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur
www.dexlo.com.my

Worldwide Customs and Forwarding
Agents Pty Ltd
Australia, Melbourne
www.wwcf.com.au

QLife Logistics & Freight Pvt Ltd
India, Mumbai
http://qlifelogistics.com
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X2 Pay
Smart Freight Forwarders
Working Together Under One
Financial Umbrella
If you are not looking for a way to eradicate the risk of fraud
from your business and save money at the same time,
then we suggest you stop reading this now…

For all those intrigued logistics professionals,
we give you X2 Pay!
A simple member to member payment system that has never heard of a
bank fee, does not discriminate between nationalities, has no hidden
charges, and offers immediate payment in real time.
...And did we mention it mitigates all risk of
fraudulent email attack against your business.

The future is safer and cheaper

l The future is X2 Pay

Page
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How to Avoid
Fake Shipping Line
Websites and Freight
Forwarding Scams
Periodically, we come across shipping scams by fraudulent people or firms impersonating freight forwarders
and shipping lines.
Of course, these fraudsters and scams come in various
forms, mainly by those using a similar or duplicate name
or those creating a fake website to attract shippers and
importers. We all know how creative they can get, even
sometimes beyond our imagination.
Stealing the names of well-known and experienced
shipping service providers is a common practice among
scammers trying to cheat clients.
Sometimes, we come across that two or more companies in the same industry that have similar names, but
it’s recommended to be cautious when you feel something is off. Scammers usually take this method to use
the known company’s brand recognition to gain trust
and customers for themselves.
These new businesses may be entirely scams, aimed
at stealing capital, or just newly-established shipping
companies trying to seem more experienced than they
are. Inexperienced firms, who lack the expertise and
industry network that comes with years of experience in
the international shipping business, can turn out to be
extremely costly for shippers and importers.
Below are three tips on how to avoid these scams within
the shipping industry.
1. Do your research.
If a new shipping company has contacted you, use a
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search engine like Google to research the company and
try to acquire more information about them. By doing
this, you’ll gain a general idea and understanding of
the company and determine whether or not they seem
legitimate.
2. Check the URL in your browser.
If you’re directed to a website, always make sure to
check the URL. A website may look somewhat similar
or the same, and trick shippers to believe that they are
visiting and transacting on the correct site.
Double-checking the URL will prevent falling for this
method. 99% of the time, well-established shipping
companies would publicly announce if they are changing their website or URL.
3. Check the email address that is contacting you.
If you’ve been contacted via email, it’s smart to check
the email address you’ve received the email from, especially if the conversation is leaning towards collecting
money. When in doubt, it’s a good idea to email other
contacts at this organization.
Stolen names, website scams and fraudulent emails
are just a few of the fraudulent activities scammers
might use.
But, they are not the only tricks to watch out for when
shipping internationally. Since a great deal of money is on
the line, we advise you to do in-depth research and seek
recommendations when starting a business relationship
with a new shipping company.

Supply chain
businesses optimistic
of full Covid recovery
within 12 months

A survey by the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport in
the UK (CILT UK) has revealed that more than half of respondents
are confident of a full recovery in 12 months.
Despite the majority of logistics and supply chain
organisations being affected by international supply
issues, there is clear optimism.
Established in 1919, CILT (UK) is the chartered body for
professionals involved in the movement of goods and
people and their associated supply chains. A part of
the CILT international family with over 33,000 members
worldwide, CILT is the UK’s leading membership organisation for professionals working in logistics, transport
and their associated supply chains.
62% of respondents noted major challenges such as
supplier services and local logistics issues. Warehousing and distribution disruptions affected more than
50% of respondents, with members reporting social
distancing measures had altered picking and packing
strategies. Staff availability was also flagged as a key
issue, with 63.5% of members reporting employment
difficulties.
Despite the many challenges faced by the profession
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Kevin Richardson, chief executive at CILT (UK)
in the past 18 months, members indicated they were
generally confident of a full Covid recovery. Over 70%
expressed they expect a return to pre-pandemic
operation within 12 months.

However, only 9% of respondents were confident of
reaching that milestone in the next three months, ahead
of the Christmas period.
Kevin Richardson, chief executive at CILT (UK), said every corner of the profession has experienced disruption
during the pandemic, but it was encouraging to see a
large number are looking toward a quick recovery.
“Our member responses give a good indication of
challenges across all supply chains and we recognise
driver shortages and the Christmas period will continue
to test our services. As many businesses look to recover
in the coming months, these insights will support future
planning and resilience.”
“Sharing trends through this survey is hoped to spark
conversation throughout our profession and facilitate
knowledge sharing to strengthen our supply chains
across the board,”
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Over 72.5% of members reported they had plans in
place for similar future challenges and while Covid disruptions have been unprecedented, respondents could
identify key business areas to strengthen.
When asked what changes were required to protect
supply in future, international logistics was noted by 82
per cent of members, risk management was recognised
by 63%, and 45% identified manufacturing.
Helen Hardy, director of membership and engagement
at CILT (UK), said the survey findings have been shared
within the benchmarking club to grow awareness and
encourage our profession to share solutions.
“We hope to use these findings to further support our
members across all areas of supply chain. We want to
help members to manage risk, reduce costs, run more
efficiently and work together to increase supply chain
resilience.”
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What are the limitations?

Even when some policies use the term “all-risks”
it does not mean that it will provide complete protection.

Certain types of cargo can be excluded, as well as some destinations (or restricted), or coverage is
relegated to a specific service (for example, transport must be carried out with special temperature recordings).
It’s also very important that the shipper precisely document the cargo value in case of incident (loss
or damage). For these reasons it’s important to examine the details when taking out an insurance
policy for a shipment.

+ All Risk Coverage

Such coverage provides extensive protection against damage or loss due to external factors.
At the difference of a more limited coverage, it will for example, protect the shipper against:

Pilferage

Heavy weather

Leakage

Breakage

Although the above perils are covered under some “All Risks” policies, there are exclusions under all
risk coverage which may apply, in particular:

Improper packing

Rejection of goods by customs

Disclaimer: X2 Cargo Protect is backed by Nacora Insurance Brokers. The information contained in this
or individual insurance options which can be obtained from Nacora Insurance Brokers.

www.nacora.com

Inherent vice
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MONOCLE

INTELLIGENT
MANAGEMENT
We effectively manage on your behalf
so you can relax and focus on your life.

Network Management

Grand Balls

Conferences

Concerts & Festivals

General Meetings

When an operation is working efﬁciently
it is more productive and is producing greater beneﬁts
for all stakeholders.
With every One Monocle project we strive to provide our clients
with the best returns, tangible and intangible.

www.onemonocle.com

Only the one who will change
Will be the one who survives
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+66 2 822 7453
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